
REDLANDS AYSO PLAYER EVALUATION FORM 
 

Attached is a player evaluation form for use in all divisions. The purpose of the evaluation form is to 
capture the relative ability of each player on your team so that the region can use this data to help 

balance the teams that are drawn next fall. The completed form is essentially the only tool that we have 

track the capability of each player in the division. Please take it seriously and help us develop a credible 

database of player ratings that will help us in our attempt to achieve balanced teams next year. 

How should the evaluation form be completed? 

1. Enter your team information.  Indicate your division and team number, along with the team name, coach 
name & phone number. This will allow us to track the source of player information. 

2. Provide your roster and player information. Check with each parent to confirm that the player information 
(name & birth date) is correct. Please list the players in Alphabetical Order on the form. 

3. Assign each of your players an overall rating from 1.0 to 7.0. Do not rate using ! point increments. Take 
into consideration skills like dribbling, shooting, passing, trapping, tackling, speed, endurance, heading, 
juggling, and soccer sense. Also take into account and how they matched up against other players. 

4. Double check your ratings to ensure that they make sense and are reasonable. If your team won most 
of it’s games this year, the average player rating for all of your players should be close to 5.0. Likewise, if your 
team was defeated in most of it’s games this season, then the average rating for all of your players should be 
close to 3.5. If your team won about half of it’s games the average rating should be approximately 4.0 - 4.5. 

 
 

       1 Player is one of lowest 10% in the division in terms of ability. Player shows a lack of effort most of the time. 

Player has very low knowledge of the game. Player is indifferent or uninterested in playing soccer. 

       2 Player is interested in playing soccer, but lacks the physical ability to execute plays consistently. Player 

understands the most basic rules but generally is not a scoring threat. Player shows inconsistent effort or 
lack of urgency toward playing competitively, resulting in little to no improvement during the season. 

       3 Player has the ability and attitude to improve with training and practice. However, player lacks in 

competitive drive and may not have the speed or strength to compete on a consistent basis. Player 

generally has ability to move ball effectively but with only one foot. Player occasionally threatens the goal.   

       4 Player understands the strategy and can assist with executing plays. Player has good physical capability 

and moderate power with their stronger foot. Player has consistent ball control at jogging speeds. 
However, may be lacking in training and inconsistent in their performance. Player tends to rely on their 
stronger foot and lacks the strength and/or overall ability to threaten the goal from outside of the penalty 

area. Player Generally understands where to be positioned, with or without the ball. 

       5 Player has excellent ball control, good speed and technique. Can use both feet but is noticeably stronger 

on one side. Player is competitive and most always knows where to be positioned with or without the ball. 
Player is very strong at one position.  Player can compete one-on-one with about 90% of the players in 
division.  

     6-7 Player is one of the top 5% in the division in terms of ability. Player has commanding ball control, speed 

and technique. Player can use either foot equally well to handle the ball. Player understands all aspects of 

the game, is very competitive and can score from any position on the field. 

 
 
 

This form MUST be submitted to the equipment manager when you turn in 
your team equipment at the last game. 

 
Medals will NOT be distributed to any team who fails to turn in this form.  There will be 

NO EXCEPTIONS.  If the form is not completed, alternative arrangements will have to be 
made to collect your team’s medals. 

 

 

Thank you in advance for completing this evaluation form.  Thank you also, for your time 
and contributions to Redlands AYSO this season.



Redlands AYSO PLAYER EVALUATION 

DIVISION: BOYS       GIRLS       Age Division   Please contact me next season to coach again:  Yes  No  
 

TEAM NO.:                TEAM NAME:                         

COACH NAME:                                              PHONE NUMBER:                         
 

 
PLAYER NAMES BIRTHDATE OVERALL RATING GOALKEEPER? 

Comments 
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